Guide to travel to SUTD Lecture Theatre 4 and Dyson lab

On Day 1 of the event, 29/4/24, we will be using lecture theatre 4 for introductions, briefings and lecture.

From day 2 onwards, we will be using Dyson lab for the MRI building workshop. Below are a series of pictures to travel to the 2 venues from both the SUTD main drop-off point and from the Upper Changi MRT station.
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From SUTD main drop-off point

This is the SUTD main drop-off point.

Do not enter the building yet, please walk along the path as shown.
Walk until you see the lift lobby of building 2. It is very near the sandwich shop called “gomgom”. Enter the lift lobby.
If you are going to lecture theatre 4 (day 1), take the lift up to level 4 and turn left.
If you are going to dyson lab (day 2 to 4), take the lift up to level 3 and turn left.

Figure 1: Lecture Theatre 4 (Level 4)

Figure 2: Dyson lab (Level 3)
From Upper Changi MRT station

Tap out of the MRT station, look for the signages that points to SUTD, which is exit E. Walk straight down towards it.

Walk up the escalator.
After coming up the escalator, look for exit E, which is on the right side, turn right.

Continue walking until you see escalator again and go up the escalator.
You are now in SUTD, walk straight to reach the lift lobby of building 2.
If you are going to lecture theatre 4 (day 1), take the lift up to level 4 and turn left.

If you are going to dyson lab (day 2 to 4), take the lift up to level 3 and turn left.

Figure 3: Lecture Theatre 4 (Level 4)

Figure 4: Dyson lab (Level 3)